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INTRODUCTION
ClassCrits is a network of scholars and activists interested in critical
analysis of law, the economy, and inequality. We aim to better integrate the
rich diversity of economic methods and theories into law by exploring and
* Athena D. Mutua is a Professor of Law and Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar at
The State University of New York at Buffalo Law School. I would especially like to thank
Danielle Kie Hart for her helpful comments on this paper and her herculean and thoughtful efforts
in editing it down to the required size. I would also like to thank Carin Gordon, Rebecca
Indralingam and Courtney Williams for their conscientious and tireless assistance on this article.
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engaging a variety of heterodox economic theories; including reviving,
from the margins and shadowy past, discussions of class relations and their
possible relevance to the contemporary context.
As a participant in the ClassCrits VI conference entitled, "Stuck in
Forward: Debt, Austerity and the Possibilities of the Political, I sat there at
the end of the first day and puzzled over the fact that our discussions
seemed out-of-step with what I was hearing in the country. ClassCrits VI
took place in the context of the government shutdown of October 2013, and
the initial Congressional refusal to raise the debt ceiling.' The United States
was supposedly in a debt crisis and the same failed austerity policies, which
had been ignored in Asia to its benefit and used in Africa to its detriment,
were the order of the day.2 Gary Dymski argues that austerity is a precommitment of neoclassical economics,3 and that when imposed on the
global south, it not only failed to meet its promises but "reversed the
implicit roles of state and market," for the entire world. This resulted in
sovereigns being treated by the International Monetary Fund and average
banks, as if sovereigns were ordinary borrowers. 4
Always present in the U.S., but particularly clamorous in response to
this debt crisis, calls rose for austerity policies that sought to curtail the
social infrastructure through cuts in social security,5 unemployment, 6 and
even the provision of food supports for the needy,7 on the theory that the
country could not afford these "entitlements."8 In the meantime, needed
maintenance for physical infrastructure and the development of green

1. Congress was unable to pass the annual spending bill, namely because the House
attached provisions to the bill that would forestall implementation of the Affordable Care Act. As
a result, Congress failed to reach an agreement and the government was shut down for sixteen
days beginning October 1, 2013. See Ian McCullough, Why Did the U.S. Government Shutdown in
October 2013?, FORBES MAG. (Oct. 3, 2013, 11:20 AM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/
2013/10/03/why-did-the-u-s-govemment-shut-down-in-october-2013/.
2. Gary Dymski, The Logic and Impossibility of Austerity, 80 SOc. RES.: AN INT'L
QUARTERLY 665, 677-80 (Fall 2013).

3. ld at 665.
4. Id. at 666, 677-80.
5. Zach Carter, Why Democrats Might Cave on Social Security Cuts, HUFFINGTON POST
(Oct. 20, 2013, 11:19 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/20/democrats-socialsecurity-cuts n_4132087.html. But see John T. Harvey, Why SocialSecurity Can't Go Bankrupt:
Rerun, FORBES (Jan. 7, 2013, 1:13 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/johntharvey/2013/01/07/

social-security-rerun/.
6. See, e.g., America's Entitlement Budget Disaster,USA GOv POL'Y (Oct. 14, 2013),
http://www.usagovpolicy.com/nyanalysis/americas-entitlement-budget-disaster/.
7. Id
8. Id
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technology to meet climate changes have gone largely unmet.9 And yet
calls for lower taxes for businesses, particularly big business, persist, on the
theory that these businesses are "job creators," whether or not they create
any jobs in the United States and despite the fact that tax cuts reduce
government revenues, presumably making social investment and innovation
more difficult to accomplish."
So, I was struck when one of the first speakers of the day asked what
the federal debt meant in the context of monetary sovereignty. Not much,
he declared in response. The country cannot go broke with regard to
obligations paid in its own currency! l' Of course he was correct and the
reminder was refreshing-sovereigns, which create their own currencies,
are not ordinary borrowers. But the country has in many ways limited the
visible reach of monetary sovereignty by acting, through borrowing and
levying taxes, as if monetary sovereignty does not exist. Still, the cobwebs
of the media-induced fiction, which insisted that the only solution to the
debt crisis involved spending and tax cuts and with which I was walking
around, began to shake loose.

9. For a discussion on physical infrastructure, see Ashley Halsey III, Decaying
Infrastructure Costs US. Billions Each Year, Report Says, WASH. POST, (July 27, 2011),
available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/locat/decaying-infrastructure-costing-us-billionsreport-says/ 2011/07/27/gIQAAI0zcI story.html; 2013 Report Cardfor America's Infrastructure,
AM. SOC'Y OF Civ. ENGINEERS, http://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/ (last visited July 30,
2014). For a discussion on climate change, see the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
website at http://ipcc.ch/. The 2014 report can be found at the American Society of Civil
Engineers site, along with helpful and interesting summaries. Other helpful reports or sections of
the report include INTERGOV'TAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, Summary for Policymakers, in
CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: IMPACTS, ADAPTATION, AND VULNERABILITY. PART A: GLOBAL AND
SECTORAL ASPECTS. CONTRIBUTION OF WORKING GROUP II TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT REPORT
OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (C.B. Field, et al., eds., 2014),
For those
available at http://ipcc-wg2.gov/AR5/images/uploads/WG2AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf.
particularly interested in North America, see PATRICIA ROMERO-LANKAU, ET AL., Chapter 26:
North America, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: IMPACTS, ADAPTATION, AND VULNERABILITY. PART
B: REGIONAL ASPECTS. CONTRIBUTION OF WORKING GROUP II TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT
REPORT OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (C.B. Field, et al., eds.,
2014), availableat http://ipcc-wg2.gov/AR5/images/uploads/WGIIAR5-Chap26_FGDal.pdf.
10. Nick
Kasprak, Does Lowering Taxes Increase Government Revenue?,
TAXFOUNDATION.ORG (Dec. 15, 2010), http://taxfoundation.org/blog/does-lowering-taxesincrease-government-revenue; Do Tax Cuts IncreaseRevenues? No, Tax Cuts Do Not Increase
Revenue, FACT AND MYTH (Aug. 5, 2013), http://www.factandmyth.com/taxes/tax-decreases-donot-increase-revenue.
11. Ashton S. Phillips, Bank-Created Money, Monetary Sovereignty, and the Federal
Deficit: Toward a New Paradigmin the Government Spending Debate,36 W. NEW ENG. L. REV.
221, 225 (2014) (quoting Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Bd. of Governors of the Fed. Reserve Sys.,
Remarks on Cent. Banking and Global Fin. at the Catholic Univ. Leuven (Jan. 14, 1997)
(transcript available through Westlaw at 1997 WL 10937, at *2 (F.R.B.))).
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Then when another of the initial speakers questioned when we were
going to take seriously the idea of a collective default on consumer and
other debt, 2 the juxtaposition of citizens defaulting on obligations to banks
and big corporations verses the Government threatening to do so (as against
foreign governments as well) was more stunning, if not other-worldly. The
speaker had argued that a debt strike was the only way to force finance
capital to negotiate a new global and national compact whereby finance
would be subordinated to the imperatives of "sustainable and emancipatory
economic orders."' 3 Sustainable and emancipatory economic ordersthere's a thought!
A third speaker discussing the positive role that local, potentially small,
businesses play in communities and the racial organization of the market
and business opportunities in these communities,' 4 intrigued me. Small
businesses comprise a significant part of the American economy.' 5 And,
small new businesses often comprise a significant force in new job
creation.' 6 Further, as the speaker indicated, a dollar earned in a local based
business is likely to turn over three times more in the community as
opposed to dollars spent in large Wall Street businesses. 7 Moreover,
business owners based in the community have to live with the effects of
their decisions in that community. They, therefore, may engage in activities
that serve the communities in which they live, becoming anchors for
community wealth building and well-being. 8

12. Tayyab Mahmud, Professor of Law and Dir. for the Ctr. of Global Justice, Seattle Univ.
Sch. of Law, Abstract, Occupy Debt: Collective Default as Resistence (Nov. 15, 2013) (on file
with author).
13. Id.
14. Amy Kedron, Stock Symbols, Street Signs and Other Color Lines: Capital and
Subjectivity in the New Dual Economy, 43 Sw. L. REV. 629 (2014).
15. See, e.g., Mariah Brown, How Important are Small Businesses to Local Economies?,
SMALL BUS. BY DEMAND MEDIA, http://smallbusiness.chron.com/important-small-businesseslocal-economies-5251.html (last
visited Apr. 1, 2014); Audra Bianca, Reasons Why Small
Businesses are Important, SMALL BUS. BY DEMAND MEDIA, http://smallbusiness.
hron.com/reasons-small-businesses-important-54131 .html (last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
16. There is some debate on this issue. Compare, e.g., Scott Shane, Small Business Job
Creation Is Stronger Than We Think, BLOOMBERG BUS. WK., Apr. 26, 2012, available at
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-04-26/small-business-job-creation-is-stronger-thanwe-think, with, see, e.g., J.D. Harrison, Who Actually CreatesJobs: Start-ups, Small Businesses or
Big Corporations?, WASH. POST (Apr. 25, 2013), http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/onsmall-business/who-actually-creates-jobs-start-ups-small-businesses-or-bigcorporations/20 13/04/
24/d373ef08-ac2b-1 Ie2-a8b9-2a63d75b5459_story.html.
17. Kedron, supra note 14, at n.63 (citing Civic Econ., Selected Projects at 17 (2012),
availableat http://s401691232.initial-website.com/projects/).
18. See generally id.
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This seems to be the case with my family's business. My Dad had
started a tree cutting business about fifteen years ago.1 9 He began with
three employees and now has about ten, contributing to the income and
potential well-being of families trying to make a living while benefitting
from the same. He hires some of the most vulnerable people (often those
with criminal records), pays them decently, supports the employees' selfrealization efforts (after all we all live in the same neighborhood) and thus
likely aids in the community's stability. Though tree service jobs may have
always paid more than the minimum wage, my father had started out paying
wages in the amount of $8.50, well above the minimum wage, raised it to
about $10.00 by mid-decade, and after having figured out the process of
becoming a certified minority business owner and a subcontractor on some
small municipal contracts, is now paying over $12.50 to those who collect
"the brush" (i.e., do not cut or climb). 20 According to my parents, these
employees are currently overdue for a raise.
Thus, in my mind, the speaker was onto something, and given the
gendered and racialized segmentation of the labor market and various
opportunity structures, the paper supported historical calls for more small
businesses, particularly minority businesses, and more opportunities for
them. 21 The paper further provoked ideas not simply about racially
organized market structures and practices but also about markets as race
markers and market talk as race talk, especially given the racism and race
baiting of the overwhelmingly white-identified libertarian movement and
the conservative "free marketeers" in our midst.22 At the same time, it cast
doubt, as did my reflections, on the idea that small businesses cannot afford
to pay decent - living - wages, and that they are unwilling to pay taxes or

19. L. Johnson Tree Services, LLC, Baltimore Md. (certification available at
http://mbe.mdot.state.md.us/directory/ firm details.asp?FirmlD=19351).
20.
In 2013, the median wage for a tree cutter was $15.67 an hour and $32,590 annually; the
mean wage was $16.57 an hour and $34,470 annually. See OccupationalEmployment and Wages
May 2013, BUREAU OF LAB. STAT., http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes373013.htm (last modified
Apr. 1, 2014) (a tree cutter's job description is one "[ulsing sophisticated climbing and rigging
techniques, cut away dead or excess branches from trees or shrubs to maintain right-of-way for
roads, sidewalks, or utilities, or to improve appearance, health, and value of tree... Works off the
ground in the tree canopy and may use truck-mounted lifts ... (37-3012) and Landscaping and
Groundskeeping Workers (37-3011)"). L. Johnson Tree Services pays its tree cutters between
$22.00 and $32.00 per hour, likely slightly more than but more consistent with pay scales in
Maryland.
21. Kedron, supranote 14, at Part IV.
22. See infra notes 94-103 and accompanying discussion (referring to IAN HANEY LOPEZ,
DOG WHISTLE POLITICS: HOW CODED RACIAL APPEALS HAVE REINVENTED RACISM &
WRECKED THE MIDDLE CLASS (2014) and JAMES ARNT AUNE, SELLING THE FREE MARKET: THE
RHETORIC OF ECONOMIC CORRECTNESS 75-76 (2001)).
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engage in other activities that improve the communities in which they
reside (the latter a potential distinction between small and big business).
These presentations had been followed by discussions of law and
regulatory capture; the relationship of taxes and tax law to the federal
deficit; the abuse of economic incentives by the film industry; the
complication of race and complicating notions of race; contracts and
inequality; groupthink and corporate boards, and a host of similar problems
in other countries. The next day would be followed with discussions about
the effect of debt and austerity policies on education, including legal
education; the myriad of policies and systems that limit peoples' lives,
especially poor women, in the hyper-regulatory state; the criminalization of
immigration and organizing against it in Arizona; plutocracy, partyocracy
and democratic integrity; law and policies on pregnancy leave and
breastfeeding; law and economic development; and wages and
unemployment.
In any event, as I finally stood up and prepared to join the other
conference attendees for dinner, I began to recognize these feelings,
feelings that the conference in some ways seemed to be engaged in otherworldly conversations. I had felt this before. Back in 2007 when ClassCrits
was first formed, the discussions also seemed out-of-sync with the way in
which the world seemed to understand itself. As I noted then:
[T]he consideration of class relations at the time of the discussions seemed
a bit strange to some, given that class analyses in the American legal
context are viewed as, at best, inapplicable, but in any event, discredited.
However, such a consideration now seems far less preposterous, given the
near collapse of the financial markets in the middle of the 2008 U.S.
presidential election, a collapse that
revealed in full relief the privileges
23
and excesses of economic power.
Despite the disconnect, both then and now, I suggest, as I believe the
conference did and several of the symposium papers do, that we (the
country and others) are stuck in practices and policies inspired by
neoclassical economic precepts, despite mounting evidence that they fail to
serve the majority of the population, and as absolutes, are fictions. Further,
I suggest that these policies, practices and fictions are racialized in a way
that, in part, encourages even economically disadvantaged people to support
them, even though they primarily work to benefit the few.
Thus, though it may be out-of-sync with the rest of the country, the
work of ClassCrits has never been more necessary. This symposium is an
23. Athena D. Mutua, Introducing ClassCrits: From Class Blindness to a CriticalLegal
Analysis of Economic Inequality,56 Buff. L. Rev. 859, 864 (2008) (citation omitted) [hereinafter
Mutua, Class Blindness].
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important part of this work. Part I of this essay provides background
information on ClassCrits, its themes and recent activities. Part II then
explores several ClassCrit themes in more detail focusing briefly in the first
instance on a critique of neoclassical economics before then turning to
discussions of methods and arguments that support that critique. Finally,
Part III of the article ends with brief descriptions of the papers included in
this symposium. Most of the symposium papers are short thought pieces or
essays that engage law and legal analysis to a greater extent than does this
introduction. Instead, this introduction focuses on the economic and social
debates about the market and provides the context for the essays.
I.

CLASSCRITS: REVIEWING THE PAST

"In 2007, two workshops at the SUNY Buffalo Law School and Baldy
Center for Law and Policy at Buffalo launched a project bringing together
legal scholars interested in exploring the relationship between law and
economic inequality. 24 The group reasoned that the "global economic
crisis, along with growing economic inequality and insecurity, suggest[ed]
that it [was] time to explore alternatives to the neoclassical or 'free market'
economic paradigm, often identified with the U.S. 'Law and Economics'
movement."2 5 They explained that the name "ClassCrits:"
[R]eflect[ed] [the group's] interest in focusing on economics through the
lens of critical legal scholarship movements, such as critical legal studies,
critical feminist theory, critical race theory, LatCrit, and queer theory.
That is, [it] start[ed] with the assumption that economics in law is
inextricably political and 26fundamentally tied to questions of systemic
status-based subordination.
The first workshop, entitled, "Toward a Critical Legal Analysis of
Economic Inequality, '27 asked three main questions. These were:
1) How might a critical legal analysis of economic inequality build on,
differ from or respond to other approaches to analyzing law and economic
law,
poverty
law,
labor
inequality, such as Law and Economics,
socioeconomics and legal realism?

24. Id. at 859 (introducing ClassCrits).
25. About ClassCrits,CLASSCRITS, http://ClassCrits.wordpress.com/about/ (last visited July
30, 2014).
26. Id.
27.

ClassCrits: Toward a Critical Legal Analysis of Economic Inequality, CLASSCRITS,

http://ClassCrits.files.wordpress.com/2010/11/ClassCrits071 .pdf (last visited July 30, 2014).
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2) How does economic inequality and/or class intersect with other
systems of subordination or disadvantage, including race, gender, religion,
citizenship, disability and/or sexuality; and
3) How might a movement reclaim a critical legal analysis of economic
28
inequality?
The second workshop, entitled, "Constructing the Story of Class in
Law," 29 sought to construct a body of comments on cases, statutes, and
interdisciplinary readings that would begin discussions of the place of
economic class and economic inequality in U.S. law. Out of this workshop
and together with the discussions from the first workshop, came twelve
essays, published by the Buffalo Law Review introducing ClassCrits to the
legal community. 3° The introduction suggested that the discussions led the
group to broadly define ClassCrits and to encourage the development of a
variety of views and ideas. However, the article explained that some of the
key insights drawn from the discussions were that ClassCrits rejected class.
blindness, a society-wide blindness to the existence and (mis)use of
economic power, and that a classcrit analysis employed "the outlook and
tools of critical thought, utilize[d] a relational understanding of class and
economic inequality, and applie[d] an intersectional approach" to identity.3'
After a brief hiatus, ClassCrits began having regular annual meetings
that increasingly became more like conferences than workshops. In 2010,
ClassCrits, again sponsored by the Baldy Center and the Buffalo Law
School, held another workshop entitled, "Rethinking Economics and Law
after the Great Recession. "32 Here, ClassCrits asked whether, after the great
recession, the fundamentals of theories such as "law and economics" and
neoclassical economics in general had changed or whether they would
simply "rebound like the Dow? ' 3 3 The goal was "to engage with the rich
scholarship of non-neoclassical economists, whose work," the group
believed, was "largely ignored in contemporary legal scholarship."34 As
such, the conference invited a host of progressive and other heterodox
economists to share their "alternative perspectives on theory and policy.
28. Id.
29. "Symposium ClassCrits: Constructing the Story of Class in Law, May 21-22, 2007
(Baldy Center for Law and Social Policy) (on file with author).
30. See generally 56 BUFF. L. REV. 859-1286 (containing twelve articles from the first
ClassCrits Symposium).
31.
Mutua, Class Blindness,supra note 23, at 863-64.
32. ClassCrits Workshop III: Rethinking Economics and Law After the GreatRecession,
CLASSCRITS,
http://ClassCrits.wordpress.com/past-workshops/ClassCrits-workshop-iii/
(last
visited July 30, 2014).
33. Id.
34. Id.
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These discussions [were] meant to aid [the group] in further developing a
critical, interdisciplinary analysis of law and economic inequality."35
ClassCrits IV began a rotation of the conference among other law
schools. The American University, Washington College of Law held and
primarily sponsored ClassCrits IV and highlighted the criminalization of
economic marginalization. It focused on the way in which the society
increasingly criminalizes immigrant, homeless, mentally ill, and poor
people as a substitute for welfare policy, while at the same, displaying
leniency for corporate wrong-doing and declaring government, the
problem.36 ClassCrits V, held at and sponsored primarily by University of
Wisconsin at Madison, entitled, From Madison to Zuccotti Park:
Confronting Class and Reclaiming the American Dream, focused on the
disappearing American Dream and the resistance generated by the legal,
social and economic realities, as well as, the policies and prescriptions
proposed (or ignored) in response to them. The question posed: What
would it take to reclaim our vision of the good life?3 7 Finally, ClassCrits
VI, "Stuck in Forward: Debt, Austerity and the Possibilities of the
Political," was held at and primarily sponsored by Southwestern Law
School and was less optimistic than the previous conference. This
conference thus turned to what many believed to be the heart of the matter,
not just the recession of five years ago but neoliberal policies in general.
These policies helped to spawn the debt crises and the austerity measures
advocated for and implemented in response to the recession, as well as, the
sluggish recovery.38
While the focus of the various conferences has shifted depending on
the topic, ClassCrits manifest some basic themes, some of which are
explicit. These themes include:
* The legal and cultural project of constructing inequalities of all
kinds as natural, normal, and necessary.
" The relationships among economic, racial, and gender
inequality.

35. Id.
36. ClassCrits IV: Criminalizing Economic Inequality, CLASSCRITS, http://ClassCrits.
wordpress.com/past-workshops/ClassCrits-iv-criminalizing-economic-inequality-2/
(last visited
Aug. 12, 2014).
37. ClassCrits V Workshop: From Madison to Zucotti Park: Confronting Class and
Reclaiming the American Dream, UNIV. WIS. INST. FOR LEGAL STUDIES, http://
www.law.wisc.edu/ils/2012ClassCritsv/index.html (last visited Aug. 12, 2014).
38. ClassCrits Workshop VI: Stuck in Forward?Debt, Austerity and the Possibilitiesof the
Political, CLASSCRITS, http://ClassCrits.wordpress.com/past-workshops/ClassCrits-workshop-vistuck-in-forward-debt-austerity-and-the-possibilities-of-the-political/ (last visited Aug. 14, 2014).
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*

The development of new methods (including the
interdisciplinary study and development of such methods) with
which to analyze and criticize economics and law (beyond
traditional "law and economics").
* The relationship between material systems, institutions and
cultural systems.
* The concept and reality of class within the international legal
community, within international development studies and
welfare strategies, and within a "flattening" world of
globalized economic and geopolitical relations.3 9
Other themes that have developed include the legal constitution of
economic power; poverty; environmental sustainability; the proper
relationship between state power and market power and the role of law in
defining this; the disparate treatment between the wealthy and the rest; the
relationship between particular doctrinal legal fields and inequality; and the
question of who benefits, and who benefits most directly from a particular
legal holding or social arrangement, such that they have the power to
influence or determine future arrangements and outcomes; as well as,
resistance, reform, revolt, praxis, and change.

II.

EXPLORING CLASSCRIT THEMES INTHE CONTEXT OF AUSTERITY
... all these instruments "stem from classical mainstream economic
theory. " They included a strong emphasis on fiscal discipline, including
the controlof inflation, restrictingstate spending and reducingbalance of
payments deficits. There was strongsupport for exchange rate and trade
policies, which encouragedcompetitiveness and competition
internationally.Measures to attractforeign direct investment.. were
encouraged. (Pender2001).40

A.

ClassCrits,the Market, andNeoclassicalEconomics

Many American economists, to some extent, believe in the private
ordering and organization of the economy through the market where
voluntary exchanges are encouraged and private property is protected
(capitalism). Neoclassical economists, however, focus primarily on the
market, as opposed to production, and suggest that markets are beneficial to
society, where perfect competition exists, because markets efficiently
39. These general themes appear in every ClassCrits' call for papers.
40. Gary Dymski, supranote 2, at 677-78 (citing John Pender, From 'StructuralAdjustment'
to 'Comprehensive Development Framework': ConditionalityTransformed?, 22 THIRD WORLD
Q. 397, 399 (2001)).
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allocate/distribute scarce resources, goods and services through the price
mechanism which coordinates supply and demand. The story they tell is
based on several central ideas including competition, the rational individual
and the profit maximizing firm, scarcity, supply and demand, equilibrium,
efficiency, and a self-regulating market that provides liberty and includes a
major policy recommendation; namely, that government should not
interfere with markets (laissez faire)."
The story neoclassical economists tell relies on the interplay of two
primary factors - supply and demand. When in a state of equilibrium,
supply and demand theoretically result in efficient allocations of resources.
Such allocations occur when one person cannot be made better off without
harming someone else; it necessarily follows, then, that resources are being
used where they are most valued.
It is a simple story in a complex world. Limited to providing some
insight into the movement of stocks and the exchange of ordinary goods,
the neoclassical story yields some insights. But the story purports to do far
more than that. It claims to determine what is efficient for the economy and
society as a whole across a range of commercial, economic, social and
policy issues, as well as, to delineate a theory of human behavior.
ClassCrits has always been suspicious of the rhetoric and ideology
surrounding the "market." ClassCrits sees the economy as something more
than just the market, with social provisioning or providing for the society as
a whole, the primary purpose of it. The economy, to many, is an
intergenerational human system historically constructed through which
"people co-operate to provide for their daily and future needs, combined
with the techniques and materials at their disposal."42 As such, the
economy concerns production (and necessarily reproduction - reproduction
of the human labor force), distribution and exchange. In a market economy,
the market is a tool, a mechanism of exchange that allocates resources
through the price system (the invisible hand) and aids in organizing
productive activity. As such, the market is just part of the economic system
and thus is limited or at least should be. Yet several prevalent fictions about
the market and its attributes remain in the culture, fictions used to support
the further marketization of society and to justify current distributions.
These fictions, often supported by neoclassical economic logic, suggest that

41.

RANDY ALBELDA & ROBERT DRAGO, UNLEVEL PLAYING FIELDS: UNDERSTANDING

WAGE INEQUALITY AND DISCRIMINATION 41-63 (4th ed. 2013); see also PAUL A. SAMUELSON &
WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS, ECONOMICS, 3-18, 25-45 (McGraw-Hill 19th ed. 2010).
42. Sue Ferguson, Building on the Strengths of the Socialist Feminist Tradition,NEW POL.,
Winter 1999.
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the market is natural; and that the market is a fair, neutral, non-judgmental
and optimal allocator of almost any kind of good and service.
In contrast to neoclassical economics, ClassCrits maintains:
* The market is not natural, like trees or oil, which formations
can occur outside of human activity. Rather it is constructed
and shaped by society and as part of that society, also shaped
by law, custom, and policies, etc.
* As a matter of reality, the market is not neutral or fair even
when there is a fair exchange; 43 rather it is biased in favor of
money. If you do not have money (or some other desired
tradable good), you cannot play!
* The market, contrary to neoclassical economic understandings,
is not only biased in favor of money, it is also not valueneutral. Rather it has a value system in at least two distinct
ways, and likely many more. First, it understands human
beings as being primarily selfish and solely self-regarding, so
much so, that it promotes these values in those who study
neoclassical economics in particular and who manifest these
anti-social traits more often.' Second, in placing a price on
some goods and services, it substantially alters their value,
contrary to neoclassical claims.
* The market prioritizes competition over other types of
cooperative behavior.
" The market through its operation prioritizes distribution
through exchange (of money primarily) over other methods of
distribution including democratic allocation of resources and
universal access as a policy for distributing some goods and
services. Its advocates suggest that market-like systems of
allocation be employed wherever possible.
But ClassCrits is also skeptical of the neoclassical approach because it
builds on problematic assumptions, minimizes the reality of an imperfect
socially constructed mechanism, overplays the value of efficiency (as it
defines it), and promotes the status quo with its existing concentrations of
wealth by ratifying the current allocations and distributions as efficient
while simultaneously decrying government intervention as inappropriate.

43. ALBELDA & DRAGO, supra note 41, at 54; see also SAMUELSON & NORDHAUS,
supra note 41, at 3-18, 25-45.
44. Yoram Bauman & Elaina Rose, Why Are Economics Students More Selfish Than the
Rest? (Nov. 2009), http://www.standupeconomist.com/pdf/papers/econ-selfish.pdf"
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Neoclassical economics, and its related theories,4 5 have been challenged on
all sides with theoretical and empirical assaults levied against its basic
premises, prescriptions and predictions (or lack thereof).46 ClassCrits
generally agrees with many of these critiques including criticisms of the
theory's basic assumptions.
Perhaps more than anything else, ClassCrits rejects neoclassical
47
economics and the ideology based upon it, because it ignores context.
That is, because the theory focuses primarily on the market mechanism, it
ignores who has money, access to human necessities, and other goods and
services and who does not and why? That is, it ignores: path-dependent
structures, decisions, social patterns, and technologies that shape what exist
now (history); 48 the way in which individual preferences are shaped by
groups or for that matter, advertisement (culture); and the way laws, rules,
policies, and other social arrangements construct, shape and impact markets
(politics). In doing so, it ignores the fact that the market is embedded in the
economy and the larger society. The market thus reflects, reinforces,
structures, shapes and is shaped by other social structural biases such as
class, racial, ethnic, and gender hierarchies, among others, in which
inequalities in access to economic assets remain institutionally and
systemically grounded.49 These inequalities include unequal access - in
questionable economic terms - to income and wealth (e.g. money), capital
assets (e.g. tools and homes), social capital (e.g. networks and role models),
and personal or human capital (e.g. health, quality schooling, training, etc.).
In addition, by ignoring context and this embeddedness, the
neoclassical story ignores the potential that current allocations and
distributions represent and build upon corrupt or inhuman practices of the
past or ill-gotten gains. In doing so, the story relies on, justifies, and
reinforces the assumed fairness, and correctness of current allocations and
45. Related theories include rational choice theory, see, e.g., GARY BECKER, THE
ECONOMIC APPROACH TO HUMAN BEHAVIOR (1976) and public choice theory, see, e.g.,
KENNETH ARROW, SOCIAL CHOICE AND INDIVIDUAL VALUES (1951),

46.

among others.

See, e.g., Richard D. Wolff, Stephen A. Resnick & Yahya M. Madra, Late Neoclassical

Theory, in RICHARD D. WOLFF & STEPHEN A. RESNICK, CONTENDING ECONOMIC THEORIES:

NEOCLASSICAL, KEYNESIAN AND MARXIAN, 251 (2012) (describing some critiques and the
response to them but concluding that the basic neoclassical model remains intact).
47. An emphasis on context is a central feature of critical thought. It is also a central focus
of political economic thought. See generally,e.g., ALBELDA & DRAGO, supranote 41.
48. Here, in part, I am trying to get at the notion of historical time. See. e.g., MARC LAVOIE,
INTRODUCTION TO POST-KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS 14 (2009) (explaining that "time is irreversible;
once a decision is made and implemented, it cannot be reversed, except perhaps at a great cost.
This is particularly the case with fixed costs, such as investment in a new plant.").
49. See, e.g., MELVIN L. OLIVER & THOMAS M. SHAPIRO, BLACK WEALTH/ WHITE
WEALTH: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON RACIAL INEQUALITY (1997).
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distributions through its rhetoric of "efficiency." 5' That is, it ratifies,
reinforces and promotes maintenance of the status quo - the maintenance of
current social arrangements and their beneficiaries, displaying a callous
indifference not only to how the status quo came to be but also whether or
not these arrangements work for the overall benefit of society." Further, in
eschewing government intervention and tending toward the promotion of an
unregulated market, the neoclassical story, ideologically, hinders efforts to
correct or change these arrangements even as many agree they are
contributing to the concentration of wealth and growing inequality and
therefore are detrimental to the well-being of the economy and the society
as a whole.52
Moreover, ClassCrits like Keynes, related scholars and others, reject
the idea that government should not interfere with the market except in the
limited ways defined by neoclassical economics. Like Keynes, ClassCrits
agrees that the market is not necessarily self-regulating and government
intervention may be necessary to stimulate demand; many ClassCrits would
go further. At the same time, contrary to neoclassical understandings,
ClassCrits see the existence of classes in American society and understands
that the connections among classes is relational (your poverty is related to
my wealth).53 ClassCrits thus seeks to explore those relations that structure
poverty and marginalization as well as those that socially constitute
economic power.

50. On the rhetoric of efficiency see, for example, Martha McCluskey, How Equality
Became Elitist: The Cultural Politics of Economics from the Court to the "Nanny Wars", 35
SETON HALL L. REV. 1291(2005); Martha T. McCluskey, SUNY Buffalo Law Sch., Dreaming the
Big Pie: How Efficiency Versus Equity Mystifies Class Conflict, Plenary Panel: Theorizing Law
and Class at ClassCrits V: From Madison to Zuccotti Park: Confronting Class and Reclaiming the
American Dream (Nov. 16, 2012) (on file with author); JAMES ARNT AUNE, SELLING THE FREE
MARKET: THE RHETORIC OF ECONOMIC CORRECTNESS 75-76 (2001).
51. SAMUELSON & NORDHAUS, supra note 41, at 38-39 (explaining that the market, even
when working perfectly, does not necessarily lead to a fair or tolerable distribution of goods and
that equity questions are political questions).
52. Many have written about the growing inequality in the US (and abroad). A few recent
contributions include, THOMAS PIKETTY, CAPITAL IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Arthur Goldhammer
trans., 2014); JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ, THE PRICE OF INEQUALITY: How TODAY'S DIVIDED SOCIETY
ENDANGERS OUR FUTURE (2013); INEQUALITY FOR ALL (72 Productions 2013); ROBERT B.
REICH, BEYOND OUTRAGE: EXPANDED EDITION: WHAT HAS GONE WRONG WITH OUR
ECONOMY AND OUR DEMOCRACY, AND HOW TO FIX IT (2012); TIMOTHY NOAH, THE GREAT
DIVERGENCE: AMERICA'S GROWING INEQUALITY CRISIS AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT 147
(2012); see also Income Inequality, INEQUALITY.ORG., http://inequality.org/income-inequality/
(last visited Apr. 10, 2014) (documenting the growth of income inequality over the last three
decades).
53. Mutua, supra note 23, at 880, 882, 901 (an explanatory phrase I first learned from Frank
Munger in an unpublished thought piece on file with author).
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For instance, it values explorations into the potential exploitative
relationship between workers and capitalist/business elites; and questions
whether workers should share in or have more control over the productivity
gains and surplus value they help to create. That is, it understands that labor
is not just any productive input such as machines requiring maintenance,
but is human activity involving human beings who require not only
compensation on which they can live and input in and some control over
their work activities, given current arrangements, but also require a healthy
and sustainable environment that is not polluted by hazards within the work
place and by contaminated water, for example, outside of it.
In addition, a theory that defines individual choice and liberty as the
ability to do what one wants presumes that one can do what one wants.
Given that the latter proposition is erroneous for all but a small fraction of
the population (i.e., the 1%), ClassCrits posits that the theory is seriously
flawed. Rather, personal liberty also requires "freedom from the coercion of
want.

.

." because "economic deprivation is coercive ...

[It] is difficult to

be self-sufficient and to implement individual choice when one does not
have the resources to do so. In other words, a person who has nothing can
be made to do anything." " Thus, freedom from want both precedes and is
necessary to liberty. This fuller sense of liberty as well as equality are
values to which ClassCrits subscribes.5 5 As such, ClassCrits explores
alternative social arrangements that might yield a more equitable,
sustainable, inclusive and emancipatory system that puts people, both
working and non-working -

the society of people - at the center of

economic ordering, of which the market is but a part.
Despite the many critiques of neoclassical economic theory, its
hegemonic force in the world moves forward; 6 we are stuck in forward.
The theory not only continues to hold sway in the policy capitals of the
world, its precepts and value system continue to spread to all manner of
fields and spheres of life, with the help of law and certain legal regimes, as
well as, the help of the conservative majority on the Supreme Court, the
highest Court in the United States. 7
54. Id.at 895.
55. This portends a more egalitarian society in which incentives may be a part, given that
people value a challenge to improve a process, solve a problem, meet a goal, but which both
ensures that people's basic needs are met and invests in their health and human potential through
schooling, etc.
56. WOLFF & RESNICK, supra note 46.
57. See, e.g., Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010);
Timothy K. Kuhner, Citizens United as Neoliberal Jurisprudence: The Resurgence of Economic
Theory, 18 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & L. 395 (2011); Timothy K. Kuhner, PoliticalFinance as the
CentralIssue of Our Time, 43 Sw. L. REv. 605 (2014) [hereinafter Kuhner, PoliticalFinance].
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Thus it is unsurprising that the short essays and thought pieces in this
symposium touch on many of the ClassCrits themes. However, they
primarily focus on three of these. The first theme is methodological and
asks: who benefits from a particular social, policy or legal arrangement.
The second theme engages the question of the proper roles of state power
on the one hand and market power on the other. The third theme explores
the intersection of classed and raced relations and oppression.
B. Method and Refrains
1.

Methodological Inquiry: Who Benefits?

The first theme employs a method of inquiring into the primary
beneficiaries of any given situation, policy or social arrangement. The
question is not only who benefits but who benefits most directly from these
policies such that they have the power to determine the future shape of an
industry or the economy more generally. Further, this method calls for
inquiring into whether the power permitted and social configurations
obtained serve the public interest. So for instance, should subsidized oil
companies not only be encouraged to explore for oil but also have the
power to determine the future of when or even whether alternative energy is
developed? A similar question is asked, among these essays, relating to the
money creating powers of banks. Should banks, which perform an
important intermediary function, also be allowed to create money, and to do
so to the extent that they set or hinder national priorities including those
related to the national debt?
In pursuing these questions ClassCrits seeks not only to critically
expose the policies, arrangements and direct beneficiaries in the current
order but also the fictions and fallacies which may undergird the
arrangements as well as the consequences of the policies. In doing so it
seeks to challenge us to think about alternative arrangements that might
bring about a more equitable system.
2. Exposing and Exploring the Fictions: Market Power v. State
Power
The second theme questions: What are the proper roles of state power
and market power? This is a problematic dichotomy because there is
incredible overlap between government and market action. The state is a
major market player. At the same time, the market and the economy shape,
in part, what the government does. But explorations of these issues remain
important, and may be even more so in the current moment. So for instance,
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there has always been a debate about the proper role of the Government visA-vis The People; according to many the government should be limited.
This notion takes note of the fact that governments have been some of the
biggest abusers of human rights, broadly defined. And current concerns
about civil liberties in the aftermath of the "9/11" attacks and US
government spy and drone operations demonstrate the continuing purchase
of this notion and debate.
In the economic context, the neoclassical notion that the government
should not interfere with the "natural" workings of the market and its
primary "citizens" (i.e., large corporations) has always been inherent in the
notion of "limited government." But because neoclassical economics and
its related theories have spread beyond tabulating stock trades and now
purport to address an array of social and human behaviors and issues, many
have come to question the market's appropriate role. Some of these
challenges have arisen in response to privatization efforts in particular civic
or government spheres, including conversations about the U.S war-making
power and whether it is appropriate for the government to use "private
soldiers"-what were once called mercenaries--or private companies in
active U.S military operations.5 8 Other discussions have included critiques
of the privatization of criminal justice in general and private prisons in
particular;59 privatization of education,6" even the privatization of water.61
However, scholars are now having this conversation in full form, reexamining not only the appropriate roles for these sectors but also
scrutinizing many of the historical practices and claims around each sector's
competence and values.
For example, the economist Mariana Mazzucato argues that it is not the
market but rather the State that has been the leader in the development of
technological innovation over the last century or so, contrary to the rhetoric,
58. See, e.g., Clifford J. Rosky, Force, Inc.: The Privatizationof Punishment, Policing,and
Military Force in LiberalStates, 36 CONN. L. REV. 879 (2004).
59. See Paul Krugman, Prisons, Privatization, Patronage, N.Y. TIMES (June 21, 2012),
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/22/opinion/krugman-prisons-privatization-patronage.html?_
r-0; BYRON EUGENE, MERCHANDIZING PRISONERS: WHO REALLY PAYS FOR PRISON
PRIVATIZATION? (2006); Oliver Hart, Andrei Shleifer & Robert W. Vishny, The ProperScope of
Government: Theory and an Application to Prisons,Q. J. ECON. 1127 (1997). But see generally,
PRISON PRIVATIZATION: THE MANY FACETS OF A CONTROVERSIAL INDUSTRY (Byron Eugene

Price & John Charles Morris, eds., 2012).
60. See, e.g., DIANE RAVITCH, REIGN OF ERROR: THE HOAX OF THE PRIVATIZATION
MOVEMENT AND THE DANGER TO AMERICA'S PUBLIC SCHOOLS (2013).

61. See e.g., Mildred E. Warner, Water Privatization Does Not Yield Cost Savings,
TRANSNAT'L INST. (Mar. 21, 2011), http://www.tni.org/article/water-privatization-does-not-yieldcost-savings; Stephen N. Bretsen & Peter J. Hill, Water Markets as a Tragedy of the
Anticommons, 33 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 723 (2009).
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stories, and fictions told by the media and other private sector actors. 62 She
explains that "[m]ost of the radical, revolutionary innovations that have
fuelled the dynamics of capitalism - from railroad to the Internet, to
modem-day nanotechnology and pharmaceuticals- trace their most
courageous, early and capital intensive 'entrepreneurial' investments back
to the State. '63 In contrast, the market and its various market actors,
including large and small corporations and the vaunted venture capitalists
rarely lead technological innovation because the basic research that fuels
radical technology often takes decades; and this long-term research involves
not only calculable risk but "Knightian uncertainty."'
This type of
uncertainty renders the chances of success small, and failure a part of the
process.65 Consequently, most businesses and venture capitalists looking for
a profitable product in the relatively short run, do not invest in radical
innovation. Instead, they enter the innovation curve late, after government
has undertaken most of the substantial risk and the radical innovation is
closer to a marketable product.
To illustrate her point, Mazzucato describes Apple Inc.'s development
of the iPhone, iPad and related products.6 6 Mazzucato spends more than an
entire chapter discussing the ways in which almost all of the technology
that makes Apple's iPad and iPhone smart was both spearheaded and
funded by government not private business. She explains:

62. MARIANA MAZZUCATO, THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
PRIVATE SECTOR MYTHS 11 (2013).

STATE: DEBUNKING

PUBLIC V.

63. Id. at 3, 63. Citing Lazonick, she notes "the US Developmental State played a prominent
role, ranging from land freely handed to private companies for the construction of railroad and the
financial support of agricultural research in the nineteenth century, through the funding, support
and active development of the aeronautical, space and aircraft industries in the twentieth century,
to R&D grants and other types of finance for life science, nanotechnology and clean energy
industries in the twenty-first century." Id.at 63.
64. Id. at 58. "The practical difference between.. risk and uncertainty, is that in the former
the distribution of the outcome in a group of instances is known... while in the case of uncertainty
that is not true, the reason being in general that it is impossible to form a group of instances,
because the situation dealt with is in a high degree unique." Id. at 58-59 (citing FRANK H.
KNIGHT, RISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND PROFIT 233 (Beard Books 2002)). In other words enough is
known to calculate the risk whereas with uncertainty there is nothing on which to base a
calculation.
65. Id. at 59 (noting that "[i]n the pharmaceutical sector, for example, innovation from an
R&D project can take up to 17 years from its beginning to its end. It costs about $403 million per
drug, and the failure rate is extremely high only 1 in 10,000 compounds reach the market approval
phase, a success rate ofjust 0.01 per cent.").
66. To further illustrate the point, Mazzacuto also describes in detail the practices of the
pharmaceutical industry vis-A-vis the state and notes that 77 out of the 88 most important
innovations in new drugs between the years of 1971 and 2006 were government-funded, many in
public labs. See id.at 63.
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[A]ll of the technologies that make Jobs' IPhone so 'smart' were
government funded (Internet, GPS, touch screen display and the recent
SIRI voice activated personal assistant). Such radical investments - which
embedded extreme uncertainty - did not come about due to the presence
of venture capitalists, nor of 'garage tinkerers'. It was the visible hand of
the State which made these innovations happen. Innovation that would
do it
not have come about had we waited for the 'market' and business to
67
alone - or government to simply stand aside and provide the basics.
As the quote makes clear, Mazzucato also takes on a number of
neoclassical fundamentals explaining that mission directed, patient and
sustained leadership and funding needed in the area of entrepreneurial
innovation require the State to go beyond simply fixing market failures,
facilitating economic growth, or de-risking the private sector. Rather, it
requires envisioning the risk space and operating boldly and effectively
with it to "make things happen. 68 In fact, she argues against national
austerity measures because they are undercutting states' abilities to promote
the technological innovation she believes the world desperately needs,
particularly in the area of green technology. Mazzucato notes that "we are
witnessing a massive withdrawal of the State, one that has been justified in
terms of debt reduction and perhaps more systematically - in terms of
rendering the economy more 'dynamic,' 'competitive,' and 'innovative."'
But she fears that the prevalent rhetoric about the state as incompetent in
contrast to this "vibrant market" may well become a self-fulfilling prophecy
that acts as a brake on the leadership role the State has historically played in
technological innovation.
Finally, Mazzucato is concerned about who benefits from the
technological innovations that are sponsored and often undertaken by the
government. She criticizes the new business model, particularly in the
technological innovation arena, in which the risk is socialized and the
rewards privatized. In this current broken system, she explains, the
government earns little for having shouldered the biggest risks, and other
public rewards, such as decent employment for workers and other
stakeholders along with adequate taxes are not forthcoming.9 She suggests

67. Id. at 3.
68. Id.at 4.
69. Id. at 168-75 (discussing Apple's avoidance of taxes and their limited job creation,
respectively); see also Charles Duhigg & David Kocieniewski, How Apple Sidesteps Billions in
Taxes, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 28, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/29/ business/apples-taxstrategy-aims-at-low-tax-states-and-nations.html?pagewanted=all. Apple, Inc., of course, is not
alone in avoiding taxes. Many of some of the biggest corporations paid no net taxes over a period
of years, including, Verizon, General Electric and Boeing. Gavin Aronsen, 10 Big Companies
That Pay No Taxes (andTheir Favorite Politicians),MOTHER JONES (Apr. 13, 2012, 6:00 AM),
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that alternative systems that create a more symbiotic ecosystem, perhaps
involving royalties or a state development bank, might fix this problem.
This problem is not dissimilar to the problems encountered in the financial
industry,7" as well as, other sectors of the economy where businesses seek
to benefit from the US economy, government and society but avoid
contributing to their upkeep. In any event, she argues that arrangements
must be structured to secure an equitable sustainable and inclusive system.
Ultimately, Mazzucato suggests that in this arena, without the State playing
a vital leadership role, much of what exists today in innovative technology,
if left to the market, would not exist.
While Mazzucato challenges the narratives around government
incompetence and the neoclassical shibboleths that government should not
interfere, let alone direct or lead, in the market, Michael Sandel questions
whether the marketization of society in general serves the society.71
Specifically, he suggests that there may be moral limits to markets. He
critiques the spread of "markets, and market-oriented thinking" into other
spheres of life and challenges the society to debate whether it wants a
"market economy," a "valuable and effective tool for organizing productive
activity" or a "market society."72 The latter involves "a way of life in which
market values seep into every aspect of human endeavor," and "social
relations are made over in the image of the market."73 In short, he questions
whether everything should be for sale and suggests that market-oriented

http://www.motherjones.com/mojo/2012/04/top-tax-dodging-companies-politicians. Further, some
of the most profitable U.S. companies "paid an average federal tax rate ofjust 9 percent" in 2012,
including Exxon Mobil, Apple, Microsoft, and JPMorgan Chase. Alexander Eichler, 10 Most
Profitable U.S. Corporations Paid Average Tax Rate of Just 9 Percent Last Year: Report,
HUFFINGTON POST Bus. (Aug. 6, 2012, 10:21 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/
06/most-profitable-corporations-taxrate_n_1746817.html; see also Maxwell Strachan, These 26
Companies Pay No FederalIncome Tax, HUFFINGTON POST BUS. (Feb. 25, 2014, 11:55 AM),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/25/corporation-taxrate n 4855763.html. But see Peter R.
Orszag, As Foreign Profits Rise, Corporate Tax Rates Fall, BLOOMBERGVIEW (Jan 22, 2013,
6:30 PM), http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2013-01-22/as-foreign-profits-risecorporatetax-rates-fall (while agreeing with the assessment that effective tax rates have fallen, attributes this
to globalization). In fact, "[clorporate profits hit a 60-year high in 2011, right as the effective
corporate tax rate hit a 40-year low. America's largest companies, in fact, have [not] paid the full
corporate tax rate in 45 years, and 26 have avoided taxation altogether for the past four years."
Travis Waldron, Corporations Pay Historically Low Tax Rates While Lobbying to Make Them
Even Lower, THINKPROGRESS (Mar. 27, 2013, 12:00 PM), http://thinkprogress.org
/economy/2013/03/27/1781921/corporate-tax-rates-lobbying/.
70. MAZZUCATO, supranote 62, at 185-9 1.
71. MICHAEL J. SANDEL, WHAT MONEY CAN'T Buy: THE MORAL LIMITS OF MARKETS
(2012).
72. Id.at 10-11.
73. Id.
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thinking has reached into areas where it does not belong, invading spheres
where nonmarket norms exist and might more appropriately govern. 4
Sandel, in his book, "What Money Can't Buy: The Moral Limits of
Markets"75 argues that there are two primary objections to applying market
values to spheres of life outside the market of ordinary goods and services.
These are the fairness argument and the corruption argument. The fairness
argument, is primarily about inequality, and suggests that when everything
is for sale, people of modest means are disadvantaged, and that injustice
prevails where people are forced to engage in selling and buying under
conditions of inequality or "dire economic necessity."76 This objection is
concerned with whether a transaction involves real consent and is
voluntary,77 a central claim of neoclassical economics but one that is often
blinked. The corruption argument has to do with the nature of certain
"goods," such as human babies, and practices, such as gift giving, and
whether assigning market values and potentially selling them (exchanging
for a price) changes, degrades and objectifies them - in fact corrupts them.78
In raising these objections Sandel also challenges several neoclassical
shibboleths, arguing they are inaccurate when applied to realms outside of
economic theory's traditional scope. The focus here is on three. First
Sandel challenges whether efficiency, the idea that market allocation
promotes the sum of people's preference thereby promoting freedom of
choice through transactions where each party is made better off, is or should
be the primary, optimal goal of all social relations.7 9 Second, he challenges
the idea that markets are mere mechanisms that do not embody norms; that
they do not promote "certain attitudes toward the goods being exchanged;"
including the claim that "commercializing an activity doesn't change it."8
And third, he challenges whether economic logic and predictions hold when
transferred to these other spheres.8 "
In one of his many examples, Sandel discusses the case of a daycare
program. In trying to encourage parents to pick up their children on time,
the program introduced a fine - an incentive - that economic logic predicts
would decrease demand for late pick-ups. After the introduction of the fine,
however, late-pick-ups increased because, as Sandel argues, parents treated

74.
75.
76.
77.

Id.at 113, 93-130.
SANDEL, supra note 71.
Id.at 111.
Id.at 110-13.

78. Id.
79. Id.at 88-89.
80. Id.at 8-9, 120-25.
81. See id.at 64-65, 89-90.
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the fine as a fee. The incentive had a perverse effect in this social
relationship, crowding out the non-market norm that parents should pick up
their children on time so as to respect and not inconvenience their
teachers. 2
The essays in this symposium raise the state power versus market
power debate largely in the context of the question of marketization of
democracy itself and in response to the Supreme Court's ruling in Citizens
Unitedand its progeny. Critics argue the case opens the door to plutocratic
rule by the wealthy instead of The People. From another perspective, other
essayists explore alternative ways to organize economic activity so that
communities are empowered to both shape and benefit from this activity. In
other words, the symposium essays pose a third rail - The People.
3.

Market Talk as Race Talk

No human being canfor long live solely as Homo Economicus, so allfreemarketeers end up with elements of irrationality in their systems:
Disciples of Mises become radical neo-Confederates; Randians become
lovejunkies, Republicans become Cold [War]
Warriors orfind Jesus; and
83
libertariansbecome racistor gunfanatics.

Finally, the third theme examines the relationship between class and
race and the ways in which the voice of the people to establish sustainable,
equitable, inclusive and emancipatory economic models and practices is
muffled, stifled and divided by race. The way in which economic
inequality and classed relations intersect with other systems of
subordination, including race, gender, sexuality, disability, citizenship
and/or religion, among others, is a major theme of ClassCrits. Some of the
essays in this issue focus on race and suggest, sometimes implicitly, the
various ways in which "strategic racism" and unconscious bias, together
with historically structured racialized economic inequality, or "racialized
materialism" 84 increase 'elite control over the economy thereby increasing
economic inequality more generally.
The intersection of class and race is a fundamental structure in and a
pillar of American society. Slavery, itself, was an economic system and at
the same time a race system-a racialized economic and classed system.85
82. Id.
83. See AUNE, supra note 50, at 168.
84. Francisco Valdes & Sumi Cho, Critical Race Materialism: Theorizing Justice in the
Wake of GlobalNeoliberalism, 43 CoNN. L. REv. 1513 (2011).
85. See, e.g., William Wiecek, The Origins of the Law of Slavery in British North America,

17 CARDOzo L. REv. 1711, 1713 (1996) (discussing the fusion of slavery and race with the two
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Race has been a central component of the economy and classed economic
relations, and classed economic oppression has been vital to the racial
order; whether it be the country's racial dictatorship prior to 1965,86 or the
new racism evident in this "post racial" moment of today in 2014.87 This
structural intersection of classed and racial oppression obtained not only in
the context of black/white relations but has been endemic in relations
between whites and just about every other group of color in the United
States, among others. Moreover, built on the past, this structure has been
further ingrained and reinforced in the economy through ongoing legal and
political mechanisms of exclusion, restriction, limitation, segregation,
blindness, legal and extra-legal violence, as well as the operation of a host
of processes including the market mechanism itself t - despite several
serious social disruptions over the last 150 years and opportunities for
significant change.
Thus, when marginalized racialized groups come to the market in the
modem moment, a market biased in favor of money, they often do so with
less wealth, fewer assets, smaller networks, limited leadership opportunities
and role models, and poorer health, schooling, and training than whites,89 as
well as, a history and continuing experiences of limitation and segregation.
So for instance, today, the family income of people of color is
approximately 65% of the family income of whites,9" with significant
objectives of slavery-labor coercion and race control-and discussing throughout the article the
legal organization of the slave economy); see generally Cheryl Harris, Whiteness as Property, 106
HARV. L. REV. 278 (1993) (discussing the fusion of race and economic domination).
86. Athena D. Mutua, Shifting Bottoms and Rotating Centers: Reflections on LatCrit 111 and
the Black/White Paradigm, 53 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1177, 1190 (1999); see also generally MICHAEL
OMI & HOWARD WINANT, RACIAL FORMATION INTHE UNITED STATES FROM THE 1960S TO THE
1990s (1994).
87. For discussions of the new racism, see generally e.g., IAN HANEY L6PEZ, DOG WHISTLE
POLITICS: How CODED RACIAL APPEALS HAVE REINVENTED RACISM & WRECKED THE MIDDLE
CLASS (2014)) and PATRICIA HILL COLLINS, BLACK SEXUAL POLITICS: AFRICAN AMERICANS,
GENDER, AND THE NEW RACISM (2005). For a discussion of the racism of post-racialism, see
generally Sumi Cho, Post-Racialism 94 IOWA L. REV. 1589 (2008-2009).
88. See generally OLIVER & SHAPIRO, supra note 49; see also generally MEIZHU LUI ET AL.,
THE COLOR OF WEALTH: THE STORY BEHIND THE U.S. RACIAL WEALTH DIVIDE (2006)
(covering Native, African, Latino, and Asian Americans and White American processes of
accumulation or disadvantage).
89. See generally OLIVER & SHAPIRO, supra note 49; LUI ET AL., supra note 88.
90. Racial Inequality, INEQUALITY.ORG, http://inequality.org/racial-inequality/. But when
the people of color groups are broken down, Asian Americans appear to have had the highest
median income for several years. Steven Perlberg, American Median Incomes by Race Since 1967,
BUSINESS INSIDER (Sept. 13, 2013, 2:04 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/heres-medianincome-in-the-us-by-race-2013-9. However, "[n]early three-quarters (74%) of Asian-American
adults were born abroad... Among all second-generation [immigrant] Asians, the median age is
just 17; in other words, about half are still children." The Rise of Asian Americans, PEW
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differences among groups.9' In terms of wealth, "white families claim
about six times the net worth of non-white families, a gap that has changed
little over the past generation."9 2 Further, Black people and AsianAmericans lost over 50% of their net worth after the 2008 recession, and
Latinos over 65% of their median net wealth, as compared to a loss of
approximately 16% for whites.9 3 In fact disparities between people of color
and whites are ubiquitous in American society with people of color,
particularly Blacks, Latinos and Native Americans, faring worse than
whites on almost every indicia of well-being.
Given these realities, talk about unregulated markets, individual
preferences, reduced investment in people and social and physical
infrastructure, tax cuts for big business, and other policy choices is not just
economic talk or class talk but race talk. That is, these policies have the
effect of preserving the racialized status quo of current arrangements and
their primary beneficiaries, with all its inequities, while also increasing
economic inequality and the concentration of wealth in these beneficiaries'
hands. In other words, free market talk is often race talk. In fact, some
have traced the rise of modem rightwing politics, complete with its
emphasis on unfettered markets, to the backlash against the civil rights
movement.94
At the same time, coded race talk, as Ian Haney L6pez suggests, has
propelled the in-egalitarian policies for which market talk often advocates.9"
He argues that a new type of racism has emerged in which mostly whiteidentified politicians, business elites, wealthy individuals and others,
consciously and intentionally engage in what he calls "strategic racism,"
whereby they use negative but coded racial allusions to people of color,
such as welfare queen or the food-stamp President, in order to appeal to
whites for white discriminatory solidarity.9 6 Strategic racists use these
coded dog whistle racial appeals because research has demonstrated that
many whites reject policies and candidates that employ blatant destructive
racial comments but respond positively to coded racism. 97 This is so
RESEARCH SOCIAL & DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS (Apr. 4, 2013), http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/

2012/06/19/the-rise-of-asian-americans.
91. RacialInequality,supra note 90. White Americans have the highest median net worth.
92.

Id.

93. Pam Fessler, Study Shows Racial Wealth Gap Grows Wider, NPR (July 26, 2011, 12:02
AM), http://www.npr.org/2011/07/26/138688135/study-shows-racial-wealth-gap-grows-wider.
94. See generally KEVIN KRUSE, WHITE FLIGHT: ATLANTA AND THE MAKING OF MODERN
CONSERVATISM (2005).

95.

See HANEY L6PEZ, supra note 87.

96.

See id. at 58-59.

97.

See id. at 49, 57.
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because dog whistle racial appeals speak to the subconscious mind and thus
biased and stereotyped thinking instead of the deliberative mind. Further,
he explains that although these strategic racists may be genuinely racist,
their motivation for engaging in "dog-whistle politics" is not necessarily
meant to harm people of color, even though this is the outcome of their
activities. Rather, the motivation is to enhance their own personal wealth,
racists would divide a national
political careers or status. Strategic
98
community for their own selfish ends.
Haney L6pez posits that though most Americans are socialized into the
society's "commonsense" stereotypes about different groups, white people
are particularly susceptible to these coded racial appeals because they have
economic, status, and psychological interests in preserving the white
privilege that grows out of and is based in domination.99 Consequently,
many whites vote to support the anti-egalitarian and pro-business policies
that these business elites and politicians promote. The effect of this support
is the upward redistribution of wealth, which aids in elite control of the
economy, decimates the middle class and further impoverishes the rest. The
"southern strategy" of the Republican Party, for example, was a part of this
new dog-whistle racism. 100
Fifteen or so years ago, James Arnt Aune argued that the free market
ideas of libertarians and other "radical free marketeers" find little support in
the general public. 11 No one, he notes - even these people, "wants to live
in a totally unregulated marketplace."' 2 Thus, some other ideology, such as
nationalism or racism must supplement the pure libertarian idea in order for
it to resonate in the broader society.'0 3 Understanding the link between
racism, including strategic racism, and market fundamentalism, where the
"wealthy get to do what they want," is crucial to understanding the
character of modern elites, the continuing hegemony of the neoliberal
project and rising inequality. From this perspective, it may be that history
is repeating itself. A historian touring the U.S. South after the destruction
of Reconstruction and the rise of the Gilded Age in the beginning of the
twentieth century, during which time similar types of policies were
promoted, described the economic landscape of the New South in this way:
98. See id.at 48. Here I would argue that most of these folks are deeply racist, not simply in
the sense of embodying anti-black or other animus but in that they are largely indifferent to the
harms they cause these particular types of people.
99. See id. at 170-73.
100. See id.at 26-27, 169-70.
101. See AUNE, supra note 50, at 168.
102. Id. at 167-169. Consider, for example, the government bailout requests of Wall Street
banks during the recession they ignited.
103. Id.
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It is a miserable landscape dotted only by a few rich enclaves that cast
10 4
little or no light upon the poverty surrounding them."'
The books above and the essays briefly described below are a part of a
burgeoning literature that not only seek to explore alternatives to the current
economic malaise but also to expose the many fictions, failures, and
racialized practices from which the country operates and neoclassical
economics, inadvertently or otherwise, promote. Read together, these
essays provoke the question of whether a white-identified elite, including
the conservative Supreme Court, is striving to move all questions of social
life organization and control away from democratic determinations into
elite and corporate controlled hands and using strategic racism and market
triumphantism to do so. Further, it raises the question of whether the society
has moved in the wrong direction in trying to expand the social
responsibilities and personalities of corporations instead of limiting their
reach and power, given their priority of profit-making over the well-being
of the public, the environment and society in general.

III. SYMPOSIUM ESSAYS
Beneficiaries of the systems in place in society, private versus public
power, race and class-all of these themes are carried forward here. The
scholars in this symposium issue take on parts of these debates. In doing
so, they not only expose the most direct beneficiaries of particular social
arrangements but also expose the failures and half-truths about current
arrangements and ideologies while suggesting alternative understandings
and ideas.
A.

Fictionsand Beneficiaries

Explaining the creation of money and the banking system in response
to the Federal deficit and government spending debate, Ashton Phillips, in
true ClassCrits fashion, asks one of our most important questions; how does
this system (money creation and banking) work and who benefits from the
way in which it works.' °5 More importantly from a ClassCrits perspective,
his article not only suggests an answer to the question but in a more
nuanced fashion, responds to the question of whether those who benefit
most have also been granted significant power to determine future
arrangements, outcomes, and future beneficiaries, perhaps to the detriment
104. ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION:
597 (1988).
105. Phillips, supra note 11, at 228.
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of the public. In doing so, Ashton Phillips not only provides an extremely
clear and concise exposition on the creation of money process in the United
States but cogently explains the Federal Reserve Banks' (the Fed)
organization and power as a delegation of Congressional power to create
money, the Fed's mechanisms for controlling the money supply through the
Discount Window and Open Market Operations, its practice of quantitative
easing for the benefit of Wall Street banks, as well as, the way in which
private banks through fractional reserves create money and profit from the
practice. In doing so, Altson argues that the current debates about the
Federal deficit and government spending are based on a fallacy that has
been sold to the public causing massive confusion. He suggests that
Congress obfuscates on the question of whether the Federal deficit needs to
be paid down by cutting spending as opposed to building infrastructure, for
example, and by ignoring how monetary sovereignty works.
Two questions arise from this discussion. First, though the concept of
monetary sovereignty might clarify thinking and provide people a better
understanding about what the government is actually doing, given current
arrangements, in what way does it really help? Second, however, might it
be the case that banks, which are closer to communities and their economic
activities and needs, are in fact the appropriate actors to determine which
projects are economically necessary and feasible in communities and to
create money to fund them?
Phyllis Taite, in her article entitle, "Exploding Wealth Inequalities:
Does Tax Policy Promote Social Justice or Social Injustice,' 6 again, raises
the question of who benefits from certain polices and social arrangements,
this time in the tax context, and asking whether these serve the ends of
justice. She asserts that a progressive tax system is a just institution, relying
on Kornhauser and quoting Rawls, who suggests that Justice is to a social
institution, what Truth is to systems of thought - their primary goal or
virtue. Taite argues that the US tax system, though meant to be progressive
has been undermined over the years with a host of changes and shifts that
render it less than progressive, less than just, and ultimately regressive. She
focuses on three personal tax issues; namely, the mortgage interest
deduction, the estate tax exemption and rate, and the estate tax related rule
on marital portability. Each, she argues should be eliminated or reduced.
It is not clear what Professor Taite's response is to the complaint that
the wealthy already pay a great deal of taxes, even if they are the group that

106. Phyllis C. Taite, Exploding Wealth Inequalities:Does Tax Policy Promote SocialJustice
or SocialInjustice?,36 W. NEW ENG. L. REv 201 (2014).
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most benefits from the social arrangements that promote and allow for the
uncapped accumulation of wealth
B. Plutocracy:The Marketization ofDemocracy & NeoclassicalInspired
Theories
Timothy Kuhner in his thought piece entitled "Political Finance as the
Central Issue of Our Time," 107 observes that the global trend of governance
including in the United States, is toward a new form of tyranny, Plutocracy,
which he defines as "rule by or in the interest of the wealthy." Kuhner
that the democratic values of self-governance, popular
suggests
sovereignty, political equality, and the political freedoms of speech and
association, in which government is responsible for the public good and
accountable to the people is increasingly supplanted by government that is
shaped by and responsive and accountable primarily to the wealthy. This
If the goal is to preserve
state of affairs undermines democracy.
democracy, then campaign finance-how we finance our electionsbecomes one of the key issues of our time.
Matt Titolo's essay entitled the "Jargon of Corruption, too suggests that
the U.S. society is increasingly becoming plutocratic."0 ' Clearly written and
cogently argued the essay leaves one wanting for much more. He suggests
that the ancient complaints, constitutional antecedents and the still currently
powerful background norm that condemns and abhors political corruption is
more salient and necessary to any progressive political project today that
takes democracy seriously.10 9 He argues that the powerful and salient
rhetoric of corruption which entailed a serious debate about inequality, a
fair distribution of resources and regulatory governance (meant to stabilize
capitalism) 1 0 was supplanted in the 1970s by the emergence of public
choice theory.
Public choice theory borrows from neoclassical economics and rational
choice theory. Professor Titolo argues the theory is "pessimistic, cynical,
and anti-statist" and turns on its head notions about the public good and
government's role as servant and protector of the public interest. Public
choice theory, instead, suggests that "government is inherently corrupted by
the very private interests it seeks to regulate."11 1 Consequently, Titolo
argues, the theory normalizes corruption. He thus urges the public to re107.
108.
109.
110.
111.

Kuhner, PoliticalFinance,supra note 57, at 14.
See Matt Titolo, The Jargonof Corruption,43 Sw L. REv. 591 (2014).
See id.
at 24-25.
Id. at 8.
Id.at 6-7.
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engage with a public interest 12theory of government and its shadow but
deeper concept of corruption."'
Both of these articles raise the question: What can be done; given the
Supreme Court's ruling in Citizens United, which increased the ability of
concentrated wealth organized in corporate form to overwhelm debate; the
scant chance of passing a constitutional amendment to overturn the case;
and the overall toxicity of current public debate? Nevertheless, the next
article continues the discussion about the state of democracy in the United
States, in light of Supreme Court decisions in the voting area. Here again,
the author suggests that economic notions have inappropriately encroached
upon this area, disadvantaging marginalized people and impairing their
rights as citizens.
Atiba Ellis, in his essay, "A Price too High: Efficiencies, Voter
Suppression, and Redefining Citizenship," traces the history of the Supreme
Court's engagement with voting rights. He argues that the Court has shifted
to a balancing approach in voting rights jurisprudence "that champions the
states' interest in efficiency" in administering elections on behalf of the
multitude and arguably preserving the integrity of election,
"notwithstanding possible harms that may affect some in the exercise of the
right to vote.""' 3 He suggests, however, that the balancing approach in
voting rights jurisprudence, reminiscent of the Court's practice during the
Jim Crow era, is an inappropriate mechanisms for adjudicating a
fundamental right. The approach inappropriately prioritizes efficiency and
collective or utilitarian rationales over this individual right. He concludes,
as he has argued elsewhere, that as voting is an expression of citizenship,
abridging the right to vote amounts to discounting some people's
citizenship and subordinating them. The parallels between this Court and
the Jim Crow Supreme Courts in this area of voting rights are striking.
Bringing these parallels more visibly into the article would have been
illuminating.
While Professor Ellis article hints at the complications of race and bias
that inure from the American past and continue into the present, the next set
of articles slowly bring to the fore the intersection of race and class or
racialized materialism. 14

112. Id. at 23.
113. Atiba R. Ellis, A Price Too High: Efficiencies, Voter Suppression, and the Redefining of
Citizenship,43 Sw L. REv. 549 (2014).
114. See generally Valdes & Cho, supra,note 84.
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C. Race, Class andEconomics
Amy Kedron, in her article, "Stock Symbols, Street Signs and Other
Color Lines: Capital and Subjectivity in the New Dual Economy" tells the
interesting story of three sellers of Buffalo chicken wings.1 5 In
investigating the development of the buffalo chicken wing, Kedron credits
two of these sellers with originally developing the Buffalo wing, which she
argues have become a part of the cultural capital of the city. However, one
of the originators is a black person, and the other is a white person, and it is
the white originator, who is credited with the development of the wings in
official Buffalo history. This originator, operates an establishment on Main
Street, which Kedron argues is not just a street but represents a color line
and racialized marker of division between whites and people of color, in
one of the most segregated cities in the country.
Main Street proprietors, Kedron suggests here and argues in her longer
dissertation, represent local owners who anchor a community, contribute to
community well-being because of the multiplier effect financially and often
take on other civic activities in the community. 116 Thus, she suggests, these
businesses function very differently from the third provider of Buffalo
wings, Buffalo Wild Wings, a Wall Street firm that appropriated this
cultural capital and is only vaguely aware or connected to the Buffalo
community. This company has made millions off of capital they did not
develop, from a community to which they provide little.
Thus Professor Kedron's paper maps two different dynamics, both of
which subordinate businesses in communities of color but also diminish
small local businesses owned by white people. First, she traces the racism
and the racialized orderings of business development, opportunity, and
support locally, within Buffalo. Then she traces the classed relations
between local businesses and Wall Street businesses. These trends are both
racialized and classed.
In the last essay of the symposium, Patience Crowder, in "Inequality,
Regional Economic Development, and the New Community" suggests that
regional clusters or regional innovation clusters, (i.e. Silicon Valley) might
be a good model for metropolitan and regional development plans if they
incorporate the goal of alleviating poverty, embodied in community

115. Kedron, supra note 14.
116. Id.; see also Amy Kedron, Main Street Revisited: How Local Proprietor Relationships
Drive Sustainable Community Economic Development, 35 (May 10, 2013) (embargoed Ph.D.
dissertation, University at Buffalo) (on file with ProQuest).
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development models."1 7 However, she notes that the number of suburban
poor rose tremendously between 2000 and 2010 and that community
economic development models, which began as a Federal response to inner
city poverty, do not necessarily address this increasing suburbanization of
poverty. She counsels that regional development programs should not only
incorporate the poverty alleviation tools and strengths of community
economic development models but also actively pursue equitable
development. This would include addressing the needs of both urban and
suburban poor people in order to avoid a simple shift in the focus and
resources of poverty programs from urban areas to the suburbs, a process
that might mimic the historical racialized conditions of suburbanization.
Crowder's idea sounds promising and necessary, given the tensions
that often exist among different communities and local groups in a region,
cleavages that often entail racial and class differences. As cities such as
Cleveland and Buffalo are experimenting with the cluster approach, they
might make interesting case studies on the question of whether poverty
alleviation as embodied in community development models and equitable
development are goals of these programs and, if not, whether they should
18
be.'
CONCLUSION
This Foreword has attempted to expose popular fallacies and fictions
embedded in the neoliberal project generally and its penchant for austerity
measures, both of which are grounded in neoclassical economics and
related theories. As such, the essay has a doomsday feel.
However, there is a lot to celebrate and much room for optimism.
Scholars and activist have begun to challenge some of the shibboleths of
neoliberalism in general and there is quite a bit of public activism around
minimum and living wage laws, around debt buyouts, around monitoring
business lobby efforts and around challenging the Supreme Court's Citizens
117. Patience Crowder, Inequality, Economic Development, and the New Regional
Community, 43 SW L. REV. 569 (2014).
118. For example, the SUNY University at Buffalo as an anchor institution, together with
Roswell Cancer institute and a number of other businesses are establishing a medical campus
complex in downtown Buffalo. See BUFFALO NIAGARA MEDICAL CAMPUS, http://
www.bnmc.org/ (last visited Aug. 15, 2014); see also Sam Magavem & Alexis Leonard, OPEN
BUFFALO THE BUFFALO NIAGARA MEDICAL CAMPUS: A HIGH ROAD STRATEGY TO MAXIMIZE

THE COMMUNITY'S BENEFIT (Aug. 2013), available at http://www.ppgbuffalo.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/03/OpenBuffaloBNMC Final.pdf; OPENING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY: REPORT
OF THE UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO AND ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
PANEL AROUND UB'S GROWING DOWNTOWN PRESENCE (2013), available at http://

www.buffalo.edu/content/dam/www/news/documents/UB-SJBC-EOP-Report.pdf.
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United decision, among others. Even the Pope has called for more
equitable arrangements and activism around issues of poverty. It may be
that the tide is turning and people are beginning to investigate other
economic and social theories, in addition to neoclassical economics, for
possible answers to a range of modern problems. Let's hope so.

